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1 Motivation
The impact of monetary policy on risk taking behavior of
financial intermediaries
Previous Work: First empirical study for Colombia

2 The Model: hazard rate model

3 Our Results/Contribution
Lower interest rates raise the probability of default on new
loans but reduce that on outstanding loans
This channel of policy transmission depends on some bank,
loan and borrower characteristics and
On macroeconomic conditions such as the rate of growth of
the economy.
Effect of monetary policy is asymmetric
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Basic Problem
Previous Work: First empirical study for Colombia

Motivation

The recent financial crisis has brought to the forefront the
need of a better understanding of the transmission
mechanisms of monetary policy.
The main step forward in this direction has drawn on work
aimed at stressing the role of the financial sector in this
transmission.
Particular emphasis has been placed on how policy actions
impact risk perceptions and attitudes of banks and other
financial institutions, leading to shifts in the supply of credit
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Our Work.

We use a data set from the Credit Register from Colombia
that contains detailed information on individual bank loans
during the period 2000:I-2008-IV to investigate the impact of
monetary policy stance on the risk-taking behavior of banks.
Using econometric models of duration, the present paper finds
a significant link between low interest rates and banks’ risk
taking in Colombia.
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The risk taking channel of monetary policy

The monetary policy shocks may be reinforced as the result of:
1 Variations in the health of financial intermediaries in terms of

leverage and asset quality,
2 Variations in perception of risk and willingness to bear risk.

The level of interest rates may influence risk taking behavior,
Borio and Zhu (2008)
In times when interest rates are low, the search for yield is
often associated with the expansion of investment into riskier
assets and borrowers as downside risk are played down. Adrian
and Shin (2008).
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Basic Problem
Previous Work: First empirical study for Colombia

Two approaches

A
Perceived probability of default as influenced by both interest rate
decisions of the central bank and the state of the economy:
Gambacorta (2009), Jimenez et al (2009), Altunbas et al (2009a),
and López et al (2010).

B
Studies with a longer tradition that look for a direct link between
changes in the policy rate and the supply of credit: Altunbas et al
(2009b), Kashyap and Stein (2000), Ioannidou et al (2009) and
López and Tenjo (forthcoming).
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Our measure of bank risk and the data

Our measure of credit risk is the hazard rate or the probability
of loan default during each period of the life of the loan given
that default did not occur before.
The basis for the estimation of a measure of bank risk is a
data set for Colombia, consisting of quarterly information on
2,095,755 individual commercial loans for the period 2000:I to
2008:IV provided by Superfinanciera.
We were able to obtain information for borrower (age as
borrower, borrower risk),
lending bank (bank size, leverage) and
some details of the loans (amount, collateralization, maturity
and payment information)
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How to handle the endogeneity of the policy rate

In principle, there could be a two-way relation between loan
risk and monetary policy.
However, during the period of the study, 2000 to 2008, the
central bank in Colombia did not systematically take into
account bank risk considerations in its policy decisions on
interest rates.
Nevertheless, as a robutness excersice, we used as the stance
of monetary policy the deviations of the policy rate from the
natural rate of interest and from a rate implied by a Taylor
rule (as in Gambacorta (2009)).
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The model

We use a duration or hazard function model to study the time
to default of individual bank loans.
In duration models the dependent variable is duration, in this
case, the time it takes for a loan to change from one state to
another.
Let T represent the time that elapses before the occurrence of
the default of the loan. The passage of time is often referred
as a spell.
A simple way to describe the behavior of a spell is through its
survivor function,S(ξ ) = P(T ≥ ξ ), which yields the
probability that the spell T lasts at least to time ξ
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The model

Alternatively, the hazard function determines the conditional
probability that the spell ends in a short time after, provided
that it has reached time

λ (ξ ) = lim
4ξ→0

P(ξ ≤ T + ∆ξ |T ≥ ξ )

∆ξ
=

f (ξ )

S(ξ )
(1)

where f (ξ ) es the density function associated with the distributions
of spells.
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The model

Usually, when estimating hazard functions it is convenient to
assume a proportional hazard specification:

λ (ξ ,x ,β ) = λ0(ξ )exp(x ′β ) (2)

where x is a vector of covariates, β a vector of parameters and
λ0 is a baseline hazard function

The test of proportional hazard specification was rejected
when we used the test proposed by Shoenfeld and graphical
analysis of the residuals.
Therefore we use an Accelerator Failure Time Model by
modelling lnt instead of t
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The baseline hazard rate

In our benchmark model we use a Weibull specification for the
baseline hazard rate λ0 , where λ0 = λαξ α , which is
monotonically increasing if α > 1, and monotonically
decreasing if α < 1
Our benchmark model has this specification because after one
or two initial quarters overdue, repayments could become
conditionally more likely over the life of the loan.
We estimate different models with different specifications for
the baseline hazard rates.
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Lower interest rates raise the probability of default on new loans but reduce that on outstanding loans
Effect of monetary policy is asymmetric

Non Time-Varying Duration Models
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Lower interest rates raise the probability of default on new loans but reduce that on outstanding loans
Effect of monetary policy is asymmetric

Non Time-Varying Duration Models - Part Two
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Our Results/Contribution

More Interesting results:

Lower policy interest rates are
associated with:

Higher HR on new loans
Lower HR on existing loans

Higher GDP growth is
associated with:

Higher HR on new loans
Lower HR on exisint loans

Other more intuitive results:

Smaller and more highly
leveraged banks are more
willing to take risks
More reliance on interbank
market and higher incidence
of non-performance loans
increase hazard rates
Size and maturity of loans,
negatively correlated with
probability of default
There is a sort of “path
dependence“ in borrowers’
probability of default on their
loans.
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From the conceptual to the empirical model

HRs, sensitive to balance sheet strength:

leverage
asset quality (non-performing loans)
reliance on inter-bank market

Risk-taking affected by monetary policy and GDP growth and
translated into looser lending standards, lower quality
borrowers and higher HRs.
Amplification mechanisms: effect of lower policy rates and
GDP growth on outstanding loans, and joint effect of policy
shocks with leverage and small bank-size.
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Implications for Monetary Policy

Asymmetric effects of monetary
policy:

Hazard rates on outstanding
loans are more sensitive to
shifts to an expansive stance
than to shifts to a restrictive
stance.
This asymmetry is stronger
the higher is GDP growth.
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Implications for Monetary Policy

Closely linked with the asymmetry of monetary policy. . .

Literature on transmission mechanism emphasizes effects of
short term rates on: cost of funds or financing conditions,
long-term interest rates, or inflation expectations
From the risk-taking channel perspective: transmission of MP
shocks goes through the revision of risk perceptions (the price
of risk, hazard rates, perceived default probabilities, etc.) by
lending institutions.
The relationship interest rates – risk perceptions, however,
most probably is not linear.
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Conclusions

Financial intermediaries play an important role in the
transmission of monetary policy in Colombia.
Furthermore, there is evidence in support of the relevance of
risk considerations in the response of banks to monetary policy
shocks.
More concretely, monetary policy in Colombia affects banks’
perceptions and attitudes toward risk.
Low levels of interest rates are an incentive for banks to take
more risk in their lending decisions.
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Conclusions cont.

This incentive goes through particular bank characteristics
(size and liquidity) and also depends on some loan and
borrower characteristics.
Banks’ attitude towards risk is also affected positively by on
macroeconomic conditions.
Together, these patterns give monetary policy an asymmetric
effect , which should be taken into account by the central
banks when deciding on its policy stance at different stages of
the cycle of the economy.
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